Ordering in surfactant mixtures induced by polymers.
We studied ternary mixtures of nonionic surfactant (C12E6, n-dodecyl hexaoxyethylene glycol monoether), polymer (PEG, polyethylene glycol), and water. A small amount of PEG induces demixing into the polymer-rich and surfactant-rich phases in the ternary PEG/C12E6/water mixture. Above a certain concentration and/or molecular weight of PEG, the surfactant-rich phase orders, even in a solution consisting of a few percent of surfactant. The phase boundary acts as a semipermeable membrane, and the equilibrium is determined by the chemical potential of water in two phases. The explicit expression for the amount of PEG needed to order C12E6 water solution is given and verified experimentally. The analysis of the coexistence conditions leads to the conjecture that only two oxygen atoms in the outward part of the hydrophilic surfactant head strongly affect the chemical potential of water. Our methodology is generic, i.e., on the same basis one can design a similar experiment for any surfactant/polymer/water system and find the right proportions of polymer that induce order in a surfactant-rich phase.